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ABSTRACT
An overview of some major -current issues in maternal

and paternal deprivation is preured Parts I and II focus on (1)

single parents and issues in pa nal deprivation'and (2$ sex
stereotyping and issues'in maternal deprivatlion, respectively. More

particularly, Part discusses the effects of divorce and death on

children and the problem of providing for nurturance by fathers in

modern 'society. Cross-cultural variability it fathering patterns is

accented and paternal influencean child development in terms of sex

role stereotyping -and intelledtual-development is discussed. ,

Feminization of behavior and cognitive skills in sons, and effects of

father absence on daughters are considered. Part II deals with the

issues of sex stereotyping as persdhality deprivation. The

relationsbirofipaternal and maternal deprivation to school phobia,
and the issuls of schizaphrenia,\rejection of children, and child

abuse are explored. Part II explores the issue of maternal employment

in terms of 'sex stereotyping, 'lather's morale, delinquency and

academic performance.. In conclUsia emotional, social and
intellectual effects of day care aye noted. (Author/RH)
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seminar will giV; an overview of some major-current 1.ssues in

maternal and Paternal-deprivation Because of the_breadth-of.the topic,
,

the seminar will of necessity give a precis only of current research.

Its main emphasis will be on new insightS, approaches and concepts in a

-time worn fith.d. ,The topics fOr discussion will be

Single Parents
The Effects of Divo

r.
The Impoctande bf Fathers

Do we ave.in a Taterne/4 pepkived Socie

.1. ,iSex StereotypingIsa

Maternal' Deprivation
(a) The Scapegoating of Mothe

(b) Emphasising Paternal ads

Maternal Employment

Day Ca

Childhood Depr
School Phobia
Schizophrenia
The Rejected 'Child

Child ruse

The seminar has been divided into two parts for the sake of organization,,

but in most cases the topics in one part equally apply to the other.



SINGLE , -P

PART I

S AND ISSUES IN PATERNAL DEP EI

S

shall begin the ueminar with a preliminary discuseion of single parents
an divorce, because there are a number of single Parents in the audience
and_often such parents believe their problems with their children sre differ-
ent .from those of two parent families. These beliefsare not well founded.
Mont of the problems of single parents in respect of their children are
similar to those of other types of parents when extraneous and confounding
variables are Properly accounted for. Whatever one can say about child.deve op-
ment in general and childhood deprivation in particular applies as much to
single parent

f
amilies as it does to two parent families. The ensuing

discussion on eternal deprivation in Australian society, maternal employ-
p

ment and "day care will be as pertinent to their situation as any other.s

Ailsa BUrns and Jacqueline Goodnow- (1979) indic single parent is
. not a modern phenomen6n. A recent analysis-of English pare h records indicates
that.in the seventeenth century, the median pljpulation of orphans (one or both
Parents'ehsent) in a village waswentylive percent of all children. Where
mothers were destitute, the workhouse was a likely destination for the child.,
Da claimedniels (1977) has claed the great Australian'habit,of wife desertion as a
major national phenomena. The gold rushes and'the depression of the 1890's
and 1930's effectively cut a prOportion of women and childrenoff from, trad-
,itional two-parent family life in generation after generation. In the early
days of the colony, two-thirds of all children were reported to be illegitimate,
and fewmeans of self-Support other than prostitution were'opellito deserted
mothers.' Single parents in the form of widowS and widowers havealways been
Frith us and the literature abounds,in descriptions of their fortitude in
bringing up children single h ed.

Fat Single Parents thete may le some areas in which their child rearing
roblems are products oficircumstances which should not be confused with the
fects of singleparenting. For example most single parents are female and
t are poor, so they and their children suffer the effects of poverty.

Also single mothers,. partidularly those who are _divorced, often suffer poor
self esteem in our two-some oriented society. In the first two years after
divorce they may'experience a lack of social and emotional support, loneliness
and depression. It must be pointed out however, that many married women can
also suffer these-states. The children of parents with poor self esteem,
whether they be single or double,are 'often deprived of the, opportunity to
develop into self confident persons with a sense of their own worth. Why this
is and ways to improve self esteem have been discussed in the previous.seminars.

Another detrimental effect of single parenting occurs where a parent,
feeling abandoned and without the support of a partner, requires a child to
substitute for the absent partner or reverses roles with the blind such that
the child becomes the parent ( lby 1979). This can be an intolerable burden

, for a child, especially as par ts who reverse roles with their children tend
to have an ambivalent attitude t and them because they feel let down by and
angry about.the'partner or parent for whom the child is substituting. _However,
this condition is also prevalent in many two parent families.

4



Perhape:one of the few-' major, areas in which-the child'of'd-single parent
be'at greater rik-is'd-iiring the process of divorce and separation and
r -

the findings of'some of-the-..few studies in the area are worth mentioninTin:a
eMpardirecteeat increasing understanding of child devdlopMent. The

reearch- is-ofteajinked with. that on children suffering bereavement

rcaandBereaV0 7--"Children

Initi411Tchildren, discovering that their parents are about to separate
or divorce, .can feel-distressingly deprived andsuch-children often go*through
the name -basic stages 'as a child goes through_in response to tbe'death of
someone close to them br as the adult goes throughin the same situatiOn.
Case-studies b6st illUStfate these stages and can be found ':in Homan .& Fr -nand',
(197:7);-or firma: '(1974). -.

Stage_ 1. Dghial. The ch&ld will not accept that the separation is a fact.. of
life and can become extremely withdrawn and attempt to block out,
anything that.might threaten to disturb his her fantasies of both
parents in the familiar twosome situation.

Stage 2. Anger. During this anger stage; children frequently attempt to strike
out at those involved-in the situation': They may regress into temper
tantrums and direct these at those who take the place of parts,
indlnding-teachera;--

Etaiel. Bargaining. When denial-and anger are not productive the child may
then try to make .a deal (not clearly defined) such as promising to
be good, or successful in school, showing love or trying to please.
This is often interwoven with guilt feelings_ tha5 the child is,
responsible for -the death or divorce. Counselling toward reality is
important.

Stage 4. pepression.- This may occu when the children discover they cannot
influence th4---s-ituation the so directly affects them.' Guilt about
past behaviours and lost opportunities leads to mourning about the
loss, even idealisation of the lost one. There may be panic and
excessive clinging to parental substitutes and overconscientiousness.

Stage 5. Acceptance. They cone to understand.that they cannot blame themselves
for the unpleasant situation, nor could they influence it. They admit
reality although not liking it., The-parent br counsellor must assist
in their learning new coping behaviours.

Th'ese stages are oversimplified for the purposes of this seminar. Usually, the
child is not totally in any one stage at any particular tiffie-: The suggestions=
are that if the child is not allowed time for mourninglin death or divorce
ns can be the case in our society - the repression involved may result in
temporary delinquency (e.g., stealing);.- sometimes long-teIm symptoms of
rejection become apparent in anxiety, compensatory reactions and regiOssion,
particularly if a child-is lied to about lAhe death of a parent (Varma, 1974).

1

One of the major concerns after death or divorce is of course how the
father's or the mother's absence may effect the cbild's%development and this
brings us to a topic which conerns single parents, paired parents and all
kinds of families and all kinds of children.



Live in a Paterna y DeprivedSociety.

We all know that ordinarily, psychologists, doctors, and the man and woman

in the street do not speak of="fathering" and 'paternal behaviour", but rather

of "maternal behaviour" and7mothprine. Our cultural stereotype is to see

this as the norm and most desiearbl4 Mother behaviour, mother absence, mother

working, in-suth,_maternal
dePXOhs*arethe first hypotheses to be put for-

ward if a child is acting out in'any way. It is as though most members of our

society are in what Jean Piaget, the Swiss' psychologist, describes as the pre-

operational stage in'their concept of child rearing. Operating with childish

logic, they take into account only one perceptually and emotionally dominating

aspect and are unable to combine two or more possibilities.

Cross Cultural. Studies

,Yet, when-we look at parenting across cultures we see how much our sterbo-

typed- views of the -role of the mother is a product of our peculiar pattern of

social-and economic organisation which is based on aofit-and cothpetition

(Phillips, 1979 pp S4 -97)'. This has generated role divisions joetween the sexes,

such that women have becomealmost entirely responsible for rearing children.

Men have concentrated on the exigencies of an aggressive market economy;

'women rear children for the inheritance of property and'the supply of workers.

9

,
There are cultures in VI-doh men are as nurturant and involved with children

as mothers,-. and parenting is more equitably distributed. An example is the

Montagnais-Nashapi of the Labrador Peninsulabefore the invasn of the.white

trappers and the Christian religion (Eleanore Leacock, 1977) _istorical

records recounttheHamazement with which the newly arrived _ssionaries and

priests regardedthetenderness,with which Montagnais me -treated their child-

ren and the responsibility they took in respect of them. Montagnais fathers,,

even today, participate in the care and socialisation of children with an ease

end spontaneity deemed,"fominine" in our Culture.' They are assured even with

tiny infants. (Leacock;-1977)

The Montagnais are generally'indulgent towards their children and do not

approve of child. rearing methods which involve. physical punishment and scolding.

There is sexual] freedom for-women, lack ofconcern for legitimacy and an egalit-

arian society, The ease andi_goopill with which the Montagnais live together

has been commented upon by observers from capitalistic societies. The most

distinguishing variable is tonomy which peTmits egalitarianism between the

sexes; thi-4 IntNrn leads _o much less stereotyping of sex roles than is

commOn in our society th= consequent. freedom this allows to men to be

Autturant to their chi and to omit aggressive and competitive behaV

from their repertoire may-be significantly related to the reported emotional

stability-of the early Montagnais and their'patience and tolerance.

Similar y, among the Zuri of New Mexico,".-there are reciprocaleconomic`

relations between women and men -and basic commitment on the part orall adul

'm =ale and.female, to` -thw growing generation. Thus, the patricarchalSoCiety,.

as we know it and the concomitant patafnal dePrivatien in- respect of children,

is far from the norm, nor is it, 1 suggest,- parti- ily healthy for.the full

and rounded personality development of childrenof both sexes.
. ,

ours



here are but two or three emPirical studies which explore the possibility
urturant.behavieur in males in technological/societies and most of these

are reported Tin one of the listed references by Helen Bee (1978). One
,

observational study-of plteraction_withnew,-born infants indicates that, in
generall-botirmiddle class-and working clasS fatherg spend' as Much or more
time in nyrturant interaction with the !rnfantasdid'mothers in the.hospital
setting. The same, study suggests that the new-b6rn infant elicit such
responseS aqually in men andwomen. A cross cultural,, review also reported by
Bee (1978) Yuggest that care giving is more often-observed,in boys in societies
where less gression is required of them. In animal studies, tals in many
species see= to show an initially aggressive react oh toward the%Young. If

this aggres ive response can.be inhibited or waited out, then nurtucance may
be shown. imited research with primates Points to the possibility,Ithat the
male monkey will_care for an infant if no-nhe else does. Other research with
rats and mi suggests that mothers may be horMonally "ready" to become attached
tb,and care for, thsir infants just after birth, but if the mothers ere'
separated from the young for,a period of time, then caregiving behaviours
diminish. E_trapolating from the animal research-we might expect that fathers, 0

.

who have ext nsive contact with their children during early infaAcy would become
strongly attached to-the.ehild and show more ntrtAirant behaviour.

The Amount Time Fathers S end With Children

There A sources-mtich Ili-abate how little time fathers spend. with
. .

their'childr n. Graham Russell from MaCquarie University's-School of Behaviour-
Sciences in.his studieg-has indicated that.60% of .North Shoie fathers-do.

not have an regirlar responsibility for their children andHelen Bee .(1978Y,
drawing.on- .he little research there is in the area, suggests that-the time
most father- spend with tteir children each dbY can be counted in minutes,a

Unfortunately, because fatherS are regarded as so unimportant in child
rearing inlour:Society; there is little research, relating-the amount of time
spent, by-fathers in child rearing to personality development in boys and girls.
Instead, p4ernal deprivation hasbeerldf,fined only as father absence and this
will be .dater. First, let us look at whattreseareh there: is ondismissed
paternal-influence in child development.

Rater/al 'In>lue -cep din Child Develef ment-

Sex Role Stereotyping

A number 6f-sources, indicate that many fa,phers' are anxious that their
children adopt traditional sex roles; in fhartj-cular, they worry that their
sons may adopt feminine. characteristics and prets for traditionally "masculine"
choices in toys and activities for their sons. Mothers- appear- t9. share these

concerns, but their reactions seem to be less polarised than tho,;16 of 'fathers_

(Bee, 1978)., This point warrants discussion. Does the absence-of the'fafhr's-.
influence in theSe matters constitute- deprivation since men are more traditional
than women in .their sex role expectations? Graham Russelt is his research -,
(1978), and l.in mine (unpublished)- also-found men to be 9ore conventional.:
Nen had more tradition ideas f the role of mothers and mothering_madwere less
likely -Co believe that men would be as good as women in bringing up children.
Thus, the research suggests that fathers. are tending to reinforce the very



thin- hat' will later suggeseleads dePrivation in personality develop-
.

Ment' namely 'sex stereotypinq. I d of believe that-this means we should-
iemove men'from child rearing rathe that= we-should explore the origins of
anxiety abo4t masculinity and feminity,.and reddce it appropriately (Phillips,
/1279, p.95).. Atthis point, one might underline how important-At is to
!attract male students to-courde's in -Child developmeut,and fathert to Parent-

f'2. Intellettual Bevel° ment

Seccndly, what. doer the research tell us about the effect of fathers on
fhe intellediu development of thdir children? Not-surprisingly, a father's
level of educ: Lon and IQ is somewhat predictive of a.child's.achievementin
school., Several studies also suggest that there is. a. corr4lation between
paternal nurturance_and intellectual performance in sons (Bee, 1978)- There
M4 be an indirect rela,tionship, as it is likely that-paternal nurturance
providesjositive experiences,for the child, leading' to a vajety.o u-

lating experien.ce : Supportive fathers also appear to enhance thd re M'as--

culine as cts of intellectual functioning in boys,f

The Effects of Father Absence'

(pa-

now

In .'the past,it has been frequently reported that father ..absent children
icularly boys) ,halie higher rates of juvenile delinquency (Burns Good-

1979). These studids were often pookly controlled fiv soqio-ecanomic
fatherabsence-may be _involved, but
predicting delinquencysthan Such tat-
or the unsupported mother's ability
family without a father is poor and

factors. Recent researc suggests that
it appears to be of less contequew in
tors as" the family's' economic situation
to duperyipe the child. Typically, the
suffers all the effect's of poverty.

Ipportant factors have similarly been overlooked,. in- the-retearch, which-
suggested that children withontfathers did less well in school (Burns & Good-:
now, -19-79). Feu- example, the loss of-'a father is nearly always associated

with,he d stress apd tension in a.' family following,: death or divorce.
Familyrarrang merits over meals or bedtime are more erratic, discipline becomes
inconsistent and there is less .reasoning, -explanation, and communication
(Hetherington, Cox & Cox, 1978). It is. generallynotuntil the second year
after the separation that a reasonable equilibrium between mother.and children

is established.

th

pa

2.

Thus, it is clear that one needs to be careful-not to attribute things _

fathert' absence per se which may be more related to disorganised family
-__rns and/or poverty.

sation of Behaviour in ons

The outcome of paternal deprivation in the form of father aiStence from an

early age and for a long separation appears to be mostly that of feminitation'

of behaviour and cognitive skills in boys (Carlsmith, 1978); this means gen-
eially,.that they tend to be less aggressive, do better on verbal than mathem-
atieZ-11 tasks, and have conceptual style which is global rathdr than analytic.
Not all the research is consistent with this conclusion a factor that cannot



always be carefully-controlled is whether khe boy has successfully identified
With a male or-male figuret outside the immediate family circle. Theeques-
tion-is again, of course, whether these deficieneies constitute negative
effects and we are once more-involved in the role fathers pley in stereotyping_
the behaviour of their-sons.

rattle absent boys,particularly in working class families, appear tc
develop-a heightened aggression or a kind of compensatory meselifiniti/. There

elee_suggestionthat in some cases .father absence with no substitute' 'e
inane figures, upon which the male chiladioaerhiie=1aviour, or with whom
he;can identify,:may be.e factor in some cases of male homosexuality
(McCendlesd, 1967). The mother is the most salient model and the Male child,
therefore; learns sex-linked behaviour patterns which are inappropriate for
our cultural-expectations.

The-latest research (Bee, 1978) suggests that, if the lone mother maintains
firm and sensitive discipline, communicates wen with her children, encourages
independent and mature behavioure and has e positive attitude to men and her
farmer husband, her boys are not-different from other boys in masculine traits
and cegnitive skills. In fact, such sons tend to have attributes associated with
the positive aspects of masculinity and femininity (Mussen, Conger & Kagan,1977).
However, in. some cases, divorced mothers show fewer "positive reactions to their
son's behaVidur and excessive use of negative techniques (unremittant commands;
prohibitions; and opposition to requests (Mussen, Conger & Kagan, p.377)).
Apparently the male child is a scapegoat for thar hostile feelingstowards their
ex-husbands and men in generall This effects the child's self esteem and he may
exhibit the behaviours of a rejected child.

The Effect on is

The picture inirespect of girls is less clear. Psychology is a-male-
oriented die'cipline andehere has been Much more concern with the effects of
paternal deprivation on:boys. Most studies report little or ne description
sex role stereotyping where the father is absent in the girl's early,yeere.
Social learning theorists have assumed that the daughters acquisition of femin-
ine behaviour-end of the specific skills involved in interacting with males is
at least partly based-oil learning experiences and reinforcement received in
interaction with the fathee(Hethqrington, 1967; Mussen & Rutherford, 19634.

It has been suggested by ,one or two studies (Hetherington 1978) that
girls with absent fathers might have some disturbance in their hetereoseXual
relationship during adolescence. In particular, .studies of delAguent girls
(Glas r, 19 , Monahan,e1951i suggest that paternal absence may result in dis
ruptiut in heterosexual-behaviour in' the farm of anxiety, suppressed behaviour,
and loss of self-este(eu.'n the presence of,meles; although girls are less fre- .

quently arrested on delinqu- she- s than are boys, girls who do become
delinquent arc more likely than ys to be the product of broken homes, and
their delinquency is more often du sexual miscceeduce; the latter probably
reflects our double stands in respec f the sexes and sometimes has-its orig-
ins in the prolonged sexual abuse of these girls by brutal falhers who subse-
quentjy abandon the family. In sum, little of the researchpoints to'Poetive
effectisof the father presence and this, perhaps, underlines tife perireleral,
role accorded to fathers in our so-' ty. It d s not suggest thet.egaritarian
child rearing may not be more beneficial,

In conclusion of this section, it can be said that while we know something
of the impact of father absence on traditional sex role adoption particularly



bdys-- we have no empirical Studies which evaluate ways in which we might

foster egalitarian sex roles in children iri our kind of society. Does,nurtur-

ence by fathers inevitably lead to traditional sex roles? Or would nurturance,%

when combined with egalitarian roles within the family,, lead to equivalently.

egalitarian role-adoption on the part of sons and daughters? ;Above 411, would*

this be a good thing? I believe so, and that sex typing'as itexists in our

Poc-j-e:tYstultifies personality development. I will illustrate-this by referring

irery briefly to three different and most recent research findings in the,area..
4



PART

-SEX: TYPING D ISSUE W.MATES - DEPRIVATION

SEX STERkoTyPING AS .PERSONALITY DEPRINATION

Our stereotyping of sex roles suggest that women are better-at verbal
asl& think more globally, are more empathetib, more apt to allow intuition

and emotion to influence their Judgement and are less aggressive (Gilligan,
1979). The socialisation of men on the other hand, encourages" them to stamp
out these feminine characteristics and become aggressive, competitive and an-

-alytic. Their morel lddgement tends to be legalistic (Gilligan, 19794 while
that of women is-':directed -mire to doing the tight thing, by others, and concern
about selfishness and responsibility (Gilligan, 1979).

Society and psychology projects And favours a masculine 'image, and the
early social environment for males and females differs. Sex typifig is built
into our society's child rearing practices. What-are the conseqUences?
ism is one of the obvious outcomes and one large study of primary school chil-

,

dren in Sydney which i'undertook, suggests that sexism may have serious con-
sequences for personality development,and be the basis of socially induced
'personality ddsturbances,

for example,- boys are anxious not to.be "sissies" and are therefore re--
luired to repress many humanistic aspects of their personality-and to scape-
goat females and feminity (Phillips, 1979). Girls learn to repress assertive-
n6ss and are rendered vulnerable in_a male dominated society. As a result of
the stereotyping and the repression of different aspects of-personafity, males
and females tend to-suffer different personality disOrders. Sociopathy (exhib-
iting no feelings of caring or concern for others) tends to account for signif-
icantly more male cases than feMale -(Dacey, 1979). The pattern i similAr in
respect of passive-aggressive personality disorders, where

For
expression

Fof extreme hositility manifests itself in passive forms. or example, the-boy
who deliberately fails in school to frustrate parental and teacher expectations.

Case studies of breakdown in middle-aged men ("male menopause") often re-:
fleet a long-repressectfear,of the feminine-characteristics; in middle age it
surfaces in the form of projection and unreasonable rejection and hatred of
wives, daughters and females in genera.. Often such men cannot see their wives
as hayiilg any acceptable Characteristics. Rather, ''they projebt onto them their.
hatred of their own femininity and see them as malicious, castrating, panipula-
tive,,intrusive, and emotionally unstable 7 thernastiest of the female-sexual
stereotypes, and it becomes a form of paranoia.

Exhibiting the demands of socialisation into the female stereotype, sig-
nificantly more. females-than males suffer-from anxiety disorders such as anxi-
ety, depression and obsessive, compulsive reactions.

,

Even when one casts culturally recognised pathology aside, the research
suggests that children are possibly deprived both paternally and maternally when
cultural stereotypes a: all that are offered to them. Their personalities be-
come haitf persOnalities fall the possibilities open to them. Some'of these
possibilities were listed at the beginning of this second section pf the seminar.

1
But inst ad of aiming, to educate men and women toward .a rounded capacity for both
globala d Analytic thinking: and to have both empathetic and legalistic.atti-
tudes we have created the myth that these are oppositee,which cannot go together
and so deprive.our children of optimum cognitive and personal growth.



Ali DEPRIVATION

The Scapegoat4ng of Mothers

Linked to the,.'se typirtg_syndrome : is the Antolerable'burden of responsi-

bility thrust on moLhers in our society. "Depriving" mothers are blamed for

alMost-every-negatiVe:characteriat:ic'a:ehild may
Asthmai,eautism and

schizophrenia are all said to be the outcome of cold.or dominating, rnotheks.

male-dominated society has produced a male-dominated psychology (Gilligan.,.

1979) ,,,and the Freudian l rConcept ,of (Phillips, 1979,,

pp 147-151) . In -this eontexA adolescents and adults feerjustitked in Tegar'd-

jog mothers is the mainspking of their personal maladjustments and mothers have

tended to `become the butt of social resentment and hostility as a consequence

-(Phillipa',,1974 pp 147-151)'. ---

Parental D ids in privationChildhood.. Me

Yet in any case of deprivation both parents generally interact in some

dyadic fashion.
Each'parent cannot be understood in isolation and deprivation

is usually a joint affair - and often in entire family affair. To illustrate

th s'POint I shall give examples o the. kinds of emotional and personalikydepri-

vatIon in whicWsboth parents may-participate in a dyadic fashion, but which, in

the past-, has been held as the sole .responsibility of the mother. 4
.-

pool Ph a f

Thefirst'istakeh from school phobia. The pattern that` has been emphasis-

ed inIschoOl phobia (nOt.te-be confused with truancy) is that of a dependent

mOther who has had unsatisfactory relatibnshi.ps with her, own parents. Such a
.

'mother reverses roles with her child and trieS:to makd him or her the substitute

parent. Such a child bears arintolerable.burdenof emotional responsibility:

The,'chd .is'usuaily also ih -a double bind because ibis sub*et to hostilityt
and ace: ations from the parent becauSe the parent confuSes'the child with her

own parents,:and their 'rgjection of her. The child gets the message, albeit line

consciously, and-stays home to allay the mother's dependency -anxiety. The sad

fadt is, that such Children usually like school and do 'well there.,

In the past such research- h emphasised the role of the mother and descri-

'bed'it as maternal deprivation.- re recent research pinpoints the role of the

father in this kindsif emotional 43rivation.,' It is emotional deprivation bee

cause the child lacks the sense of wholehearted love and sUpport-, Typically, in

such a situation the 'father augments the child's deprivations. He may be pass,-

,ive and dependent, making no attempt to alleviate the-child's difficulties; he

may also be incapable of giving emotional support to'his wife andchild.,

ter/natively, he is often fpundto,be excessively masculine, again incapable of

emotional support, and frequentiy absent from homepursuing masculine pastimes

(Conger, 1977) f. 11

Schizo hrenia

Another , tuation.in =aich the combineh,b _aviour of.both parents leads to

emotional deprivation ia,apparent in some gas. of schizophrenia. Typically,

in these cases, the mother is the'excesbiVely dominant figure in-the family sit-

uation, and the - father is weak and ineffectual. Some sons in such a situation

areconfused by the conflict, between role models in the home and in'socipty at

large. Obviously, in these cases, society and its rigid'expectations bears much

responsibility.'
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The 'Rejected alild

The rejected child is another case of emotional deprivation in which
both parents may participate.or one may "optout", leaving the way open for
the Other parent to harrass the child.' Such Opting out is a cruelly neglect-
ing form of deprivation. 'ReS*cted children are easily recognised where
physical neglect is apparent; they are not so easily recognised where the
child is well-dressed and nourished,- even shoWered with gifts. Contrary to

-.-superficial appearances' the child may be deprived Of wholehearted love and

acceptance. Nothing he/she does is ever quite good enough This leads-to

deprivation in the'child's bense of self ,worth.' He/She may become
attention-seeking and annoying,in school, daXighting in upsetting teach-

s.(Phillips, 1§7a). The deprivation is further compoOnded by teacher
rejection, and so the deprivation comes from all quarters,

Child Abuse.

,
Child-abuse can beLa-furthr example-of combined maternal and parental

deprivation where one parent fails,to protect he child from the'abusing par-
. -,

ent.or both abuse the child. Child abuse constitutes severe deprivation; it

is .generallypersistent and in thirty percent of cases results-in_permanent
neurological and psychological damage =such that the child becbmes mistrust-

.

ful of itself and'others,.fails' to show emotions (such as joy, sadness and
frustration), and experiences difficulty in paying attention in class (Fontana,
1974). Children at greatest risk are those who, as babies, were demanding,
irritable and unresponsive to parents,'and those who are born prematurely. In

the latter case, the hypothesis is that some hospital policies wit/1 premature
babies may deprive the mother and child of the opportunity to develop early
bonding, or attachment which is hypothesised as crucial in the development of

affectional reldlionshrps,

Abusing parents are from all social classes, but typically present some of

the following psychological patterns:

1. A belief in physical punishment and hardship as the best method of child

rearing. Usually such-a parent was reared this way in their own child-

2. Immaturity. The immature parent has a tendency to

(a) `reverse parent/child roles with the child and to expect the child
to provide security for them,.
-to resent the child for limiting their freedom,
to compen -te for their own immaturity and inesecurity by setting
harsh and unreasonable standards for desirable child behaviour.

The neurotic or psychotic person who may themselves have had a disturbed
childhood, is unable to share themselves with others and posSesses dis-
turbed thought processes to the extent that they assume the child has an
adult capacity for organised, purposeful behaviour and hence, feel the_

need to retaliate to someone whom they feel kill'harm them.

4. The' addict, including those addicted to drugs and alcohol.

The deprivation these children experience is often compounded becauae
neither neighbours, doctors, or teachers, all of whom are in an ex ellent' osi-

tion to help the child, take the responsibility of seeking:help for that Child.
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omission they share in the responsibility for the child's deprivation. In

a4V, POMmunitieS, as in the previously mentioned case of the Montagnais, all

a- Its take responsibility for children. In our society, economic relation-

Gips have determined that the child is the property of the. parent. The great-

ertttenton to child abuse since 1960 represents the slow,dawning of the

notion that children are a community responsibility where the child is deprived.

In order to take part inthis general responsibility, teachers, parents and

child watcher_ can begin by learning to recognise some of the symptoms of child

abuse which fokloW:

The child is (l)' frequently late or absent from school

unkempt and inadequatety clothed for a particular season

appears undernourished and always tired

is uncommunicative and withdrawn

destructive in behaviour

there are inadequate
explanations for the child's bruises

r injuries

the -child tends arrive very early at school and stay late,

ithout adequate reason

the parents fail to respond o letters to visit the school

and generally show disinterest in the child,.

When these patterns are consistent, then the case should be'discussed, with

a centre experienced in child abuse, such as the Royal Alexandria Hospital for

Children, or Prevention at the Wayside Chapel. The organisation Action for

Children will alSo help. These organisations will stress that moral overtones

should be avoided. Usually, the abusing parent is also badly in need of help

and has also been an abused and deprived child.

I shall now briefly review the research on Maternal
Employment and Day Care

and discuss whether,
according to the latest research, these constitute maternal

dSprivation?

3. MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT

We have had, in this country, a long history of opposition to working

women - except for the period during World War ,II when they were needed in muni

tion plants. One of the assumptions underlying this opposition is that separa-

tion of Mother and child, especially during pre-school years, is seriously det-

rimentatto the child's welfare. Research by John Bowlby.on institutionalised

Children and his concept of attachment,' ives psychological support to this Ass-

umption. I will not discUss his concept of attachment, as I assume you are all

,familiar with it. I believe it to be an important concept as long as it is not'

appliod:to mothers only. I also as ume'you are familiar with the early research

0 maternal deprivation and institutionalised children. Hence, all I will say

6ri't1;as poiht is that the assumption in that research, that maternal deprivation

caused cognitive deficits and'emotional
disturbance, arises from ill- controlled

studies whtch ignored many variabl9s. In fact, the institutionalised children
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studied, suffered from a great many things besides the lack of a single moth-
er figure. They also had little contact with fathers, or father figures, or
a variety of adult models, or non-institutionalised children. They had few
toys, and were generally mulus-deprived as well as mother-deprived.

Later research suggested that the drastic effects observed might be
avoided by increasing`the staff/child ratio, by providing nurses who attended
and responded to the infant's .cries, smiles and vocalisations',. and by provid-

ing a more stimulating visual environment..

Nor can the earlier rdsedrch on infants in severely - deprived institutions
be extrapolated to working mothers or to many of the, day care and alternative
care situations as we know them today. Children of Working mothers are not
deprived,Of the r motheks,_and they experience a home life which is richer and
offers_ more varied stimulation than was common in the institutionalised orphan-,
ages of the forties and fifties-when Bowlby did his fi_ t research.

The research on working mothers, as-compared to non-Working mothers, is
beset with methodological inadequadies. For example, does the study indicate,
who has been .classified as the working mother: those who work part -time, fulls

time, one month, or ten years? Have the differing personalities of the mothers,
their different child rearing practices, their feelings about their work, their
reasons for working, their feelings about theMselves,.their class background,
their-level of education, and their needs, been taken into-account? Are the

effects on boys and girls clearly distinguished?

Child Rearin- Practices

A study byLois Hoffman,(1978) which controra Most of these variables,
suggests some of the answers in respect of the relationship between female ern-,
ployment and child rearing practices. "when mothers' motivations regarding Work-

ing are taken into account, the non-working mothers who are dissatisfied with
not - working (who want to work but, out of a feeling of 'dOty", do not work)

show the greatest problems in child rearing. They describe more difficulties in

the area of control, less emotional satisfaction in relationships with their
children 'and less 'confidence in their functioning as mothers. .

.. Working mothers who prefer to work and those who do not wish to work
shoW few group differences in child-rearing practices, probably because the
working mothers (of this sample) who Prefer not to work= are nonetheless achiev-
ing certain valued family goals.

Among high-schdo.1-trained mothers, differences between working and non-

workingmothers appfmr in the following areas of rearing: firmer control over
Children, assignment of -greter responsibilities to children, and delegation of
the stricter di_sciplinary role to the father appear more frequently in families
of workingthan. nonwerking mothers. In the tertiary - trained working and.non-

working group, these differences do not occur. .
The tertiary working parents.

tend to compensate for time away from children by more planned,` shared
ins-with,-their childterk.thanis found in the tertiary nonworking group. The

data on educational groups suggests that maternal employment brings. different,-
kinds of familial adaptatidns deponding_an the value systems .of the particular
cultural subfgoups in which the mother; is combining, mother and workerroles.
(Bee,.1978, p. 128).
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Sex Stereotyping

Since. the child learns sex roles from obse ations'of parents, maternal,

employment appears to affect the child's concept of the female role (Hartley,

1901). Children of five yeas of age and older, whose mothers work, are more

likely -to approve of maternal employment. Daugh -s of working_ thers view

work Is something they will want to do when. -they re mothers. ey see women

as competent and effective, while sons of workin mothers see as warm and
as a more'nurtUrantexpre %site. The fathers, whose wife works, may seen

figure, because of his taking over some of the child -care roles.

Daughters of employed women are significant y different from daughters

of full-time housewi-e8 in that they did not downrade female achievements;

t)

sudh as articles wri ten by women authors. It is women who have not worked

who devalue feminine Among tertiary students, maternal employment

is related to osi, lve attitudes about social ecriality between the sexes.

Adolescent dau -f' working mothers are more likely to name their mothers

as the person th mo t admire, and tertiary wom_n students with working

bothers are more like to name their mothers as the parent they most resem-

bled and the. ne they would most want to be likei(Bee, 1978).

Daughters of working mothers have higher academic and career aspire,

tions, and showqa high level of actual achievement. They also have higher

self-esteem when any of the following conditions exist: the mother works for

self-oriented reasons', .is very 40atisfied with work, or is a professi4nal.

When the mother's employment involves conflict and difficulties, the daughter's

self-esteem is not enhanced. In summary, maternal employment is associated

41
with less traditional sex role concepts, more approval of maternal employment,

nd a higher value of female competence (Beef 1978).

The her's Morale

In a-t-6.1.4 by Birnbaum (1971) reported in Bee (1978), full -time home-

makers indicated more aNclOty about their children, especially with regard to

the child's achievementS,and they stressed their own-inadequacies as- mothers.

Professional women responded positively to the growing indepencence o& their

children, while the home - makers expressed ambivalence. At the time when the

child needs a parent who can encourage indepe Bence and instill sea-confidence,

anxieties and concerns of these women and -heir own frustations'would seem

to operate as a hindrance.
'L

In summarising, the data about the wOrking mother'S emotionalstate s g-
.

gests that: where she obtains satisfactionifrom her work, has adequate home

and Child-enrd arrangements, sc that her dual role does not involve Undue
-

strain, and where she does not feel so guilty that'she overcompensates, the out-

comes are likely to have positive effects on her children, and often more so

than the non-working mother.

The non - working mother is not necessarily interacting with her. child as

ouch as is imagined, or as pleasantly.- We know little -about this. It may be

that the working mother's deliberate efforts might end- up as a greater positive'

in eraction time.

El rnquency

There is no recent evidence to support the old hypothesis that maternal

employment is associated with delinquency. Rather, it is suggested that the

full -t me, steadrly-working mother is a poskti've factor in the child's social
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adjustment. Where delinquency is found in working class. groups, it usu-

ally linked- with.less adequate supervision. On the whole, in theipoorer,

groups, it is suggested that the mother working represents a realistic response
to economic stress and thus, because of selective factors or effects,, may be

correlated with mord socially desireable characteristics in theschild.(Bee,
1978). ft

Infants and Sch0b1 Aee Children

In her review,of school-age children; Hoffman (1978) ate _that there
is very little evidence linking maternal employment with mater/1 deprivation.

4With gard to infants, the quality of the day care appears to be the

crucial fa orl However, the studies are often poor and omit critical variables,
For example, Bethelheim (1969), armed with strongly-Freudian assumptions, has
noticed some deleterious consequendes in the kibbutzim.-Yet, as Bronfenbtenner
(1974) points,out, these children spend more time each day interacting.and play
ing with their parents than do children in the more conventional family, and
the time spent -together is less subject to distraction. The mother participates

a great deal in infant care; and breast feeing is the norm. Thus, the ISraeli
kibbutzim does not provide an example of materhal-deprivation and the studies
usually omit other variables such as the soUal,contexttand the netuvroof.the

parent's work and their attitudes to both.

ic Performance

.

The results on academic performance
ables. Where social crass:, sex, agei and
elementary school children with professi a

reading. The important factor appears to be that children in these families

were read to more. This suggests that distiActi 41 ns need to be made between par-

ental level of education which were not controlled in the ._ udy.

eflect poosly-cd4trolled vari-
are mataed.the suggestion is that

others 'are more proficient in

fi

Sons of working mothers seem not to fare as well as daughters. The data

suggests that sons of working.motheKS in the middle class show lower academic

performance. In the slower class, howevIr, better academic performance in both

sexes is associated with maternal employMent.

4. DAY CARE'

Kinds Cake

Most children cared for by someone other than the mother are not eared for

in organised day qitres at all. A large percentage are cared for in their own

homes and the'remainder, outside their_ homes, through private arrangements.
There is almost no information on the consequences of family day care, despite

the fact that it is a more common arrangement for young children. There are

some existing stereotypes of family day care which depict such care as unstimu-
lating with large numbers of-children cared for by untrained adults: Tn fact,

most have less than six children, and a few studies suggest that in cases where

such care-is enriched by well-informed caretakers and stimulating surroundings,

day care has its advantages for children from poor environments (Robinson &

Robinson, 1978) .
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Emotional and Social Effects

Some studies suggest disruption of 'the mother /child at -chment in day
care, either in the form of anxious attachment or detachme the latter may
be interpreted either as a sign of healthy independence or as restriction in
the child's potential for attachment. Others find_ no differences betw4en day
care and home-reared children, Bee (1978) suggests that the conflict billtween
studies arises from the child/staff ratio in the day care centre the lower
the ratio, the less disruption exhibited. More research is needed.

In another study, infant care hildren were compared with those who had
entered day care at the age of They were found to be less,co-ope'rative
with adults, more aggressive a more active. There were no differences in
playfulness, ability to ab ant, success at problem dolving,'sPontaneity, or
getting along with peers. There was a slight difference in tolerance for
frustration, with infant care children being somewhat less tolerant (Schwartz,
Strickland & 19111).

However, the study did not' investigate the type 8T family who placed their
children in early as distinct from later day care. These parents may'have been
systematically different.

Finally, several studies sligdest that children in day care are somewhat
more likely to get colds or other respiratory disorders. TO sum up, all the
data reviewed shows no major short-term dislocation but there is insufficient.,

-.data on this and on,long-.termeffects.

intellectual Effects

The data on children's intellectUal development is much clearer. Consist
ently, the studieS indicate that group care, children are superior in ntellect-
ual development to a home-reared comparison group.

-There studies may reflect the effects of expensively- funded centres which
-constitute the samples in thede studies,.and there is little or no research on
-typical neighbourhocid day care centres.

Thus, as the research on day care is very limited, one can only make
recommendStions which take into account principles central to child development.
In th-e placement of any child,in order to avoid deprivation, his or her needs
And per- Onality should be carefully, considered in relation to the atmosphere and
personnel of theday are centre. -AbOve ell,- a day care or day Care'
mother should be theced thoroughly before a child is left.

CONCLUSION

To summarise the overall main issues Of' the seminar: HoOietyhas long
dwelt upon the problem of maternal deprivation. Here, tonight, the discussion.
hasbeenmore comprehensive and the concept of paternal deprivatiOn has been in-
cludecL I have alse'suggested that a concomitantproblem of deprivation in our.'
society is.sex stereotyping and that the argument that single parenting and
maternal employmentand:day care necessarily constitutes deprivation is dogmatic
and omits to take many important factors into account. I invite youlall to
discus's the issue.
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